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Smart Technology Utilization during 
Office Relocations
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construction or reno

the future if the decision to upgrade a phone system is made at a later time. 

Planning the right strategy for an office move is essential. Moves are most often motivated by business 

expansion and growth. But will your phone system support the extensions you will be adding now and in the 

future? Will it have the capability that employees need to be effective? There are a few considerations to keep 

in mind to ensure that both your new building and phone system will support all of your business needs.

How to shrink cabling costs 
When moving into a new building, you should always make sure that it is wired to support any potential growth 

that you expect in the future. Even if you are not installing a phone or computer network to the new location at 

the present time, you can develop what is known as a "cable-only" location. A cable-only location will have all 

of the wiring pre-installed during construction. Then computers and phone equipment can be installed at the 

convenience of the business. The reason to do this is that it will cost 40-50% more to open walls and ceilings to 

hones and CAT-5 E (or an even better grade 
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The Telephone / Data closet in your ne
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equipment and each wall of the closet

located where technicians can access it freely

When deploying a new phone

phone system operational in your ol

installed and ready to operate when the 

using the existing syste

operations for your or

Moving through the cloud
One of the strongest options to re

through cloud computin

You can deploy broa

without the expense of i

Through the cloud, you can enable fire, security, and video monitoring across all of your business assets, and 

have it all as part of one integrated system. Robust systems even enable the ability to monitor everything from a 

smart phone. You can monitor alarm notifications, manage employee access codes and view video of your 

business right through the phone. You can even supervise voids, resales and returns by merging your point-of-

sale systems with video monitoring.

When considering a cloud vendor, make sure they provide 24 x 7 monitoring of your system across all 

locations to ensure high availability and consistent service. They should also be willing to provide bundle 

services to keep your costs low.  

Making the smart transition a reality
If you take an objective look at what it really costs to keep using outdated technology through an office move, 

the argument around savings really doesn't make sense. There are many gains in efficiency and cost savings 

over time that becomes reality when upgrading technology at the right time. And that time couldn't be more 

ost of a move, and use the opportunity to 

 in productivity is one that you can 


